Cardiovascular role of angiotensin type1A receptors in the nucleus of the solitary tract of mice.
The nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS) is important for cardiovascular regulation and contains angiotensin type 1A (AT1A) receptors. To assess its function, we examined the effect of expressing in AT1A receptors in the NTS of mice lacking these receptors. Bilateral microinjections of lentivirus expressing AT1A receptors (AT1Av mice, n = 6) or green fluorescent protein (GFPv, n = 8, control) under the control of the PRSx8 promotor were made into the NTS of AT1A receptors null mice (AT1A(-/-)). Telemetry devices recorded blood pressure (BP), heart rate (HR), and locomotor activity. Expression of AT1A receptors in the NTS increased BP by 11.2 ± 4 mmHg (P < 0.05) at 2 and 3 weeks, whereas GFPv mice remained at pre-injection BP. Ganglion blockade reduced BP to similar levels pre- and post-transfection in GFPv and AT1Av mice. Greater pressor responses to cage-switch stress were observed following AT1A receptors expression (+18 ± 2 mmHg pre- to +24 ± 2 mmHg post-virus, P < 0.05) with similar stress-induced pressor responses pre- and post-virus in GFPv mice. Pressor responses to restraint stress pre- and post-virus were similar in AT1Av but were 20% less post-GFPv (P < 0.001). The lack of attenuation in BP to restraint was associated with four-fold greater Fos-expression in AT1A receptors mice. AT1A receptors expression in the NTS did not alter baroreflex gain differently between groups. The results suggest that transfection of AT1A receptors on neurons in the NTS elevates BP independent of the SNS and pressor responses to aversive stimuli are associated with greater Fos-expression in forebrain regions. This study suggests a novel mechanism by which the NTS may modulate MAP in the long-term via AT1A receptors.